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INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study
Teaching English as a Foreign Language requires the use of effective learning technique. Furthermore, they state that virtually all language-teaching technique make the oversimplified assumption that what teachers do in the classroom can be conventionalized into a set of procedures that fits all contexts. It means that a set of procedure or the technique in teaching have an influence to the student is learning result.
In addition Dellar and Hocking in Thornbury: (2002: 13) states that, "If you spend most of your time studying grammar, your English will not improve very much. You may say that your language vocabulary is very small but with your vocabulary, you can say a language and students will have difficulty in learning the language if the word they have is very little.
Talking about technique in teaching learning cannot be spared from brain or memory sensory, especially in learning vocabulary. The students need balancing in usage of the left-brain and right brain. Whole brain is needed by the students to think perfectly. Right brain is for creativity and visualization. Left-brain is for logical and rational. Mind mapping combines both and become whole-brained 
Concept of Mind Mapping
Mind mapping technique imitates the thinking process, namely possible us to move from one topic to another topics back, and forth. Recording the information through symbols, pictures, emotional meaning, and colors, exactly the same like our brains process it. A pattern which at least consists of picture, symbol and color that does not just help the students to understand the vocabulary knowledge but also make the students feel good, enjoyable, and attract their brain which at last lead them to have interest in mastery vocabulary knowledge.
Definition of Mind Mapping Technique
Mind mapping is a pattern, which at least consists of picture, symbol and color those are not just help the students to understand the vocabulary knowledge but also make the students feel good, enjoyable, and attract their brain which at last leads them to have interest in mastery vocabulary knowledge.
Advantages of Mind Mapping
Deporter and Hernacki (in Abdurrahman, 2008: 172) 
Example and How to Teaching Learning Mind Mapping in the Class Room
Explanation 1. Here the student make sport to be key term or outline 2. The student's mansion the name of sport like swimming, boxing, basketball, jogging, and bowling act. 3. The students mansion equipment of the sport 4. After word the students will classification the tool reply will be need 5. If the students choice boxing so the student will be mansion one by one the tool reply will be need like gloves and ring. Motivation Saleh (1997: 60) , states that a concrete word is a word that the meaning can be perceived through one or more of the five senses b.) Abstract Words Saleh (1997: 60) states that an Abstract word is a word that the meaning of which cannot generally be grasped by virtue of the five senses.
Definition of Motivation
Indicator of Vocabulary
Pronunciation
Potentially difficult words will difficult be those that contain sounds that are unfamiliar to some group of learner such as regular and lorry for Japanese speaker.
Spelling
Sounds-spelling mismatches are likely to be the cause of errors, either of pronunciations or spelling, and can contribute to words difficult while must English spelling is fairly law-abiding, there are also some glaring irregularities
Meaning
When two words overlap in meaning, learners are likely to confuse them. Make and do are a case in point: you make breakfast and make an appointment, but you do the housework and do a questionnaire
Using Word
The letter is the most authentic, but even that task is constrained by a contrived situation in which the test taker, usually in matter of seconds, has to come up with an appropriate sentence, which may or may not indicate that the taker "knows" the word. (brown 2003:229) . Allen and Corder (1988:8) But here the researcher finethout the differencess and the similarity of relevant of study:
Kinds of Vocabulary
1. The differencess here NiaRohania's has doing reasearc in the ferst grade studen of SMPN 1 Made Cianjur. 2. The similarity this reaseach using of the previous study with this study was the same technique using word maps.
RESEARCH METHOD
In this study, the writer applied a classroom action research or CAR. The research was done by the teacher in the classroom by emphasizing on the improvement of practice and process in learning Susilo (2009: 16) . CAR was a collaborative.
The procedure or the steps of research divided into cycle activity. The cycle of classroom action research in this study described as follows:
Planning
Some activities dealing with the planning were: a. Arranging a schedule of classroom action research b. Designing a lesson plan:
1. Designing syllable 2. Designing a lesson plan 3. preparing teaching materials and tools used in teaching c. Preparing students' pre-test.
Action
In this stage writer begins the action as the implemented of teaching scenario in the planning. 
Observation
The data those were obtained through this observation included quantitative data and qualitative data. So that, the writer gives the students both test (post-test) in the form of multiple choice and non-test in the form of questionnaire.
Reflection
The results of the observation were submitted and analyzed in this stage. The problems were analyzed, why, how, and what contribution the technique that is applied in the classroom can be given in teaching vocabulary.
Pupulation and sample of the reseach
Pupulation
Population is the whole subject of research." So, grade at the populataion was all students at MTs NWMispalahPraya.
2. Sample is a part of the population being studied Arikunto, (2006: 131) , Furthermore, sample refers to any group on which information obtained.
Technique of Data Collection Qualitative Data
In collecting data of students' motivation, the writer used questionnaire and then analyzed the result of questionnaire by using open ended questionnaire to know low or high of students' motivation at MTs. NW Mipalah Praya in academic year 2017/2018.
Research Instruments
Test
The tes was given to the students some questions which were of 5 multiple choice, 5 completion test, 5 matching box test, grammatical test, 5 and 5 translation test Each item will be scored 1 for correct answer and 0 if incorrect.
Questionnaire
Questionnaire was conducted by reseacher after students treated daily activates. There were 5 items that deliver to know the students' response toward main mapping; they were items 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, with five options (Very Agree, Agree, Doesn't Know, Disagree, and Very Disagree).
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSION
Research Finding
In this chapter, the researcher analyzed data collected from the second grade students of MTs NW Mispalah Praya in the academic year of 2017/2018. The data was obtained from the teaching learning process and evaluation.
DISCUSSION
From statement above showed that the teaching of Mind Mapping could improve student' Motivation at MTs NW Mispalah Praya Lombok tengah.
With used mind mapping the student's could improve motivation for learning english vocabulary. Acording to Buzan Toni Mind mapping is a very effective learning method in the application of vocabulary learning which is operated in writing
